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Preface  
The aim of The Science of Poultry and Meat Processing book is to provide students 
and industry personnel with a comprehensive view of the modernized primary poultry 
meat industry and further processing of both red meat and poultry. An emphasis is 
placed on basic concepts as well as recent advancements such as automation (e.g. 
increasing poultry line speed from 3,000 to 13,000 birds per hour over the last 40 
years) and food safety (e.g. HACCP in primary and the further processing areas). The 
book also includes chapters explaining basic muscle biology, protein gelation, heat 
and mass transfer, microbiology, as well as meat colour and texture to help the reader 
understand the underlying scientific concepts of meat processing. The Science of 
Poultry and Meat Processing book is based on over two decades of university teaching 
experiences, and is designed to be used as a course textbook by students, as well as a 
resource for professionals working in the food industry. The book is available online, 
at no cost, to any interested learner. Using this format has also allowed me to include 
many colour pictures, illustrations and graphs to help the reader.
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Dr. A. Maurer, who was the student of Dr. R. Baker - the father of poultry processing 
in North America. I would also like to thank Dr. H. Swatland with whom I worked for 
almost 20 years, for the many challenging scientific discussions.

Writing The Science of Poultry and Meat Processing book was a long process, which 
also included having all chapters peer reviewed. I appreciate the help of my colleagues, 
but I still take responsibility for any inaccuracy in the book. If you have comments or 
suggestions, I would appreciate hearing from you (sbarbut@uoguelph.ca), as I am 
planning to revise and update a few chapters on a yearly basis. 

I would like to thank the many people who have helped me during the writing process. 
To Deb Drake who entered all of the material for the book, to Mary Anne Smith who 
assisted in editing, and to ArtWorks Media for the design and desktop publishing 
of the book. I greatly appreciate the help of my colleagues who reviewed chapters 
and provided useful discussions. They include Mark B., Ori B., Sarge B., Gregoy 
B., Joseph C., Mike D., Hans G., Theo H., Melvin H., Myra H., Walter K., Roland 
K., Anneke L., Massimo M., Johan M., Erik P., Robert R., Uwe T., Rachel T., Jos 
V., Keith W., and Richard Z. I would also like to thank my family for their love and 
support during the entire process.
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AUTOMATION

1.1 Introduction

The meat and poultry industry has seen greater changes over the past half century 
than it has seen over the past two millennia. The development of scientific 
knowledge and equipment as well as the discovery/introduction of electricity, 
computers, and cameras have had a major impact on the world including the 
meat industry. Since the industrial revolution, mechanization and automation 
have increased at a tremendous rate. At the beginning, the meat industry was 
lagging behind other industries (e.g., automotive) but today it is embracing 
mechanization and automation at a fast rate.

Table 1.1.1  Overview of steps in primary processing of meat producing animals.

• Live animal supply (catching, hauling, unloading)
• Stunning
• Bleeding
• Removing feathers/hair/scales
• Electrical stimulation*
• Evisceration
• Inspection
• Chilling
• Aging
• Portioning cutting
• Packaging and distribution

*Example of an optional procedure to help speed up rigor 
development (see text for details)
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It is also interesting to note that the basic meat processing steps first used two 
thousand years ago are still used today. However, scale and scope have changed. 
The first step in the primary processing of meat producing animals, including 
poultry, (Table 1.1.1) is catching/gathering (e.g., placing birds in chicken coops), 
which is similar to what mankind has been doing for thousands of years. Today 
automated equipment can be used to harvest broilers in a growing house (see 
Chapter 4). Bringing the animals to a specialized abattoir was not always done but 
many cultures had a designated place to process the animals. Today with the use of 
highly specialized equipment (e.g., defeathering machine, cut up, packaging) and 
a skilled labour force, large, dedicated processing plants have been built to service 
an area of a few hundred kilometers around them (Barbut, 2014). 

It is also important to realize that further processing steps have been automated 
to an even greater degree mainly due to the increasing uniformity of raw meat 
cuts arriving at and produced by the primary processing plant. An example of 
this is a fully automated battering and breading line where thousands of nuggets 
are produced every hour without human intervention. Nugget production usually 
starts with a forming machine that produces a few hundred identical nuggets/
patties every minute (Fig. 1.1.1; see also Chapter 14). Another example is the co-
extrusion process developed for direct semi-liquid casing application onto meat 
coming from the stuffer (see Chapter 10). These two examples illustrate how 
automation permits moving the process from a batch to a continuous operation.
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2015 3000 toms 
3600 hens 
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Figure 1.1.1  Automated line producing hundreds of identical poultry nuggets every minute.  416 

Courtesy of Townsend.  417 
 418 
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Figure 1.1.2  Computerized image analysis of poultry.  Courtesy of Stork.  422 
 423 
 424 

Figure 1.1.1  Automated line producing hundreds of identical poultry nuggets every minute.
Courtesy of Townsend.
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Overall, the introduction of innovative equipment has allowed for the replacement 
of manual labour as well as increased efficiency, uniformity and sanitation 
standards.  Also in the cutting and slicing operations one can see much more 
automation today. The equipment ranges from a water-jet knife (a high pressure 
narrow stream of water that is controlled by a computer) to the less expensive 
slicing knife controlled by laser vision (lasers determine the volume of the meat in 
order to optimize slicing; see photo later in the chapter). In general, where labour 
costs are expensive, more automation and robotics are seen as compared to areas 
where labour cost is low or where very complex operations are required (e.g., de-
boning of a whole chicken leg meat with skin left on). 

The use of machine vision to inspect a poultry/red meat processing line (Fig. 1.1.2) 
is a good example of affordable technology that assists in managing high speed 
lines. The system photographs every animal and uses image analysis software to 
determine the animal’s conformation (anatomy, injuries, etc.). This information 
can then be used to make decisions about the end use of the bird (e.g., whole or 
cut up) three hours prior to its arrival in the cut up area. Machine vision represents 
a powerful management tool that assists plants that have an in-line process (i.e., 
animals are moved on a continuous line and retain their identity).
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Figure 1.1.3  Robo batcher system capable of sorting and packing 300 chicken breast fillets per 427 

minute, and a close-up of the gripper inside.  Courtesy of Marel. 428 

 429 

Figure 1.1.2  Computerized image analysis of poultry.  Courtesy of Stork.
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Robotics is another example of technology that has found applications in the 
meat industry. An example is the Robo Batcher that uses a lifting arm to pick up 
meat cuts from a moving conveyor belt and arrange them on trays (Fig. 1.1.3). 
The system pre-measures the weights of incoming portions, optimizes the best 
combination to achieve a specified package weight, and processes a few hundred 
portions per minute. This results in a significantly lower give-away compared to 
manual tray packing.
 
As indicated, the meat industry has experienced some major changes in the way it 
processes meat. Additionally, changes in marketing and consumer behaviour have 
had a large influence on the industry. Some important examples include:

a.  Distribution → moved from local consumption to over sea shipping 
(e.g., export meat from Brazil to Japan)

b.  Food safety → becoming a non-negotiable issue (see Chapters 12 and 
15)

c.  Sanitation and shelf life → improved interventions such as acid/steam 
washes, UV, radiation

d.  Meat tenderness → special breeds are selected for tender meat (Tornberg, 
1996)

e. Meat consumption → increased for the average person (see Chapter 2)
f. Time to prepare food at home → significantly reduced.

The last item especially represents a major change. Over the past half century the 
average time spent by North American consumers in preparing food dropped 
from 2.5 hrs to 10 min per day. The consumer expects meat that is tender (low 
connective tissue), free of defects (blood spots, broken bones), and pre-portioned. 
This created both a big challenge for the meat industry as well as an opportunity 
to move into the semi/fully prepared food market, also known as the convenience 
food arena. This is currently developing into a huge industry that provides semi/
fully cooked products to restaurants, fast food outlets, and grocery stores; the value 
of this market segment is growing by several billion dollars every year and has 
created a need for increased automation.
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Figure 1.1.3  Robo batcher system capable of sorting and packing 300 chicken breast fillets per 427 

minute, and a close-up of the gripper inside.  Courtesy of Marel. 428 
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 431 
Figure 1.2.1  Broilers sent to automated evisceration equipment.  Courtesy of Stork. 432 
 433 
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 435 
Figure 1.2.2  Automated equipment for broiler breast fillet deboning.  Courtesy of Marel. 436 
 437 

Figure 1.1.3  Robo batcher system capable of sorting and packing 300 chicken breast fillets per minute 
(first image), and a close-up of the gripper inside (second image).  Courtesy of Marel.
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Another very important issue is the production of meat under hygienic conditions 
to prevent the spread of diseases from animals to humans (Russell, 2012; Van 
Hoek et al., 2012). Until the microscope was invented by Robert Hooke in 1665, 
people did not know about microorganisms and did not fully understand the 
risk of diseases spread through food and other sources. The example provided 
in Figure 1.2.1 shows a fast automated evisceration machine for poultry which 
also includes continuous washing of the ‘spoons’ used to execute the procedures. 
It should be realized that as line speed increases from 3,000 to 13,500 workers 
would not have been able to follow the same standards such as washing their 
hands after working on each bird. Using automated equipment also provides the 
opportunity to use strong chemicals and/or steam which cannot be used when 
workers are present. Overall, the knowledge gained in the areas of microbiology 
and engineering has been essential in developing such high speed equipment.
 
Primary poultry processing line speed has increased fourfold over the past 40 years 
(Table 1.1.2) and has resulted in an increased processing capacity from 4,500 kg/
hr in 1970 to 36,000 kg/hr for a single line. These advances have required a lot of 
work by animal scientists, physiologists, meat scientists, breeders, animal welfare 
people, and engineers who make sure meat quality is not negatively affected by 
increasing line speed and shortening time to deboning (Huff-Lonergam et al., 
2010; Gregory, 2008). The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate some of the 
major changes in the meat industry in terms of mechanization/automation and 
to relate them to scientific knowledge from the areas of meat science, muscle 
biology, and chemistry.

Table 1.1.2  Increase in broiler processing line speed (bird/hr) from 1970 to 2015. 
Based on Barbut (2010).  

Year Line Speed Equipment Development
1970 3,000 Mostly manual operation
1975 4,500 Automatic eviscerator
1980 8,000 Total automation in EV* department
1990 9,000 Giblet harvesting (automatic, semi-automatic)
2000 10,500 Cut up machine together with inline chilling
2010 12,000 Automated stunning (before shackling)
2015 13,500 Efficient vision inspection system

*EV = evisceration.
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Research advancements have led to impressive increases in turkey line speeds 
(Table 1.1.3) and significant increases in processing capacity per line (i.e., from 
12,000 kg/hr in 1970 to 72,000 kg/hr in 2015). Major processing plant developments 
are also listed in Table 1.1.3. 

Table 1.1.3  Increases in turkey line speed (bird/hr) and average weight (kg)
from 1970 to 2015. Adapted from Barbut (2015).

Year Line Speed Live Wt. Equipment Development
1970 1000 12

1980 1500 15 1989 EV* machine
1990 Neck inside cropper

1990 1800 18 1992 Cut up system
1997 Filleting machine

2000 2400 toms
3000 hens 20

2000 Aqua film chilling
2002 CAS* system
2004 Vent cutter

2015 3000 toms
3600 hens 22

*EV = evisceration; CAS = controlled atmosphere stunning.

1.2 Advances in Line Speed and Automated Deboning

The major processing steps (Table 1.1.1) apply to all meat producing animals (e.g., 
chicken, beef) but variations exist depending on factors such as the size of the 
animal, presence of  feathers, and projected end use of the meat. It is also important 
to note that large variations in procedures and techniques exist within the meat 
industry even when talking about the same species. An example is the stunning 
operation which can range from using electricity to a controlled atmosphere 
stunning to using no stunning whatsoever (e.g., for some religious slaughter; see 
Chapter 8). Also, within the same method, variation in conditions can be seen 
due to different customs and regulations (e.g., low voltage electrical stunning for 
broilers in North America vs. high voltage in Europe).
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Figure 1.2.1  Broilers sent to automated evisceration equipment.  Courtesy of Stork. 432 
 433 

 434 
 435 
Figure 1.2.2  Automated equipment for broiler breast fillet deboning.  Courtesy of Marel. 436 
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Figure 1.2.1  Broilers sent to automated evisceration equipment.  Courtesy of Stork.

One of the first innovations that had a significant impact on increasing poultry 
line speed was realized in the area of evisceration, which traditionally required 
lots of manual labour and still is done by hand in countries where low cost labour 
is available. In such a plant, one can see hundreds of people standing along the 
processing line; each is responsible for one operation/cut. Figure 1.2.1 shows 
an automated evisceration system for poultry where >10,000 birds/hr can be 
processed almost without any manual labour. Developing the equipment has 
allowed a major increase in line speed and a mechanization of the whole process. 
For comparison purposes, in the beef and pork industries other challenges in the 
evisceration step exist (i.e., large size and variation between animals), which make 
the execution of repeated mechanical evisceration more complex. Overall, line 
speed at a modern fast pork processing plant today is 1,200 pigs/hr. However, this 
usually consists of two lines handling the live animals and later merging into one 
line in the bleeding area; i.e., a larger packer can process about 18,000 pigs/day. 
A moderate line will accommodate about 700 animals/hr while a small plant will 
only process a few pigs per day. In fast plants, robots are starting to appear in the 
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opening cut operation. A recently installed robotic arm in Australia uses a laser-
guided system that is supposed to be accurate, but the price tag (US $700,000) 
makes it hard to justify the cost for many hog production facilities. A fast beef 
primary processing line usually runs at 400 animals/hr; i.e., a large processor 
typically handles about 5,000 animals/day in two shifts (16 hrs). A slower line, 
still at some large plants, will process about 250 animals/hr. The major reasons 
for the difference in line speeds are related to the larger size of beef animals and 
higher degree of weight variation (as compared to broilers). Currently, both factors 
limit the degree of automation and the affordability of equipment in the primary 
processing area. However, over the past few years quite a few improvements 
have been made to assist workers in red meat plants. Examples include a hide 
puller, lifts for employees to reach higher areas along the carcass, and saws and 
pneumatic shears suspended by cables. In any case, more automation can be seen 
in the pork and beef industries when it comes to cutting/slicing uniform pieces of 
sections without bones (e.g., loins, fillets).

 

Replacement for Figures 1.2.2 and  1.3.1        on 7-2-15  

Title in text:  

Figure 1.2.2   Automated equipment for broiler breast fillet deboning. Courtesy of Marel. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2.2  Automated equipment for broiler breast fillet deboning.  Courtesy of Marel.
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Figure 1.2.2 shows equipment used for harvesting chicken breast fillets; similar 
equipment is available for turkey. The equipment is mainly based on determining 
positions for cutting by first stretching the wings and bringing the wing joint to a 
certain position above a circular blade (i.e., cutting while the portion is moving 
on an overhead conveyer belt). After several incisions are made at the edge of 
the fillet, the meat is pulled away, by mechanical action, from the keel bone (see 
Chapter 9). While this might sound simple, it took quite a few years to develop 
a unique carrier that can rotate at different angles. In larger red meat animal 
processing some of the new developments direct the knife based on locating 
key points by laser, x-ray and/or ultrasound technology. This is a very important 
difference from cutting/deboning poultry meat. An example of beef cutting 
equipment, where X-ray guidance is used to obtain bone location, is shown in 
Figure 1.2.3. This equipment was produced by Guire et al. (2010), who studied 
the feasibility of cutting operations for beef and deboning of pork hams to enhance 
industrial applications of robotics by using vision or force control. In the first part 
of their study, they examined expert human operators and observed that their hand 
movements looked like the letter Z (Fig. 1.2.3). The researchers then worked 
on translating these actions into automatable operative tasks while identifying 
constraints of robotization. Later they analyzed the cutting and task constraints in 
order to begin developing a robotic cell model. Figure 1.2.3 shows the potential 
movement of the robotic cell (six-axis and a turntable) when following a path to 
do the so-called Z-cut. The first images show non-optimized positions of the robot 
and the next three images show the results of optimizing the motions according to 
criteria developed in the first part of their study. Overall, the authors proposed ways 
to solve the problem of high variability in beef carcass sizes. They also provided 
several ideas for deboning pork hams and indicated that there is a need to develop 
further strategies, sensors, and cell architectures to successfully complete this 
complex operation. The authors concluded by saying that because of the current 
choices of existing industrial robots, the tool paths available (especially with force 
control) are limited and should be further developed so the work can be continued. 
A similar approach for chicken breast meat deboning is now, for example, studied 
at Georgia Tech (Fig. 1.2.4) where a robotic arm is used.

It is interesting to note that in the fish industry there are now quite a few machines 
for automated filleting. This is a unique application as often there can be large 
variations in fish size. However, the idea is to find the mid line and cut out the back 
bone while obtaining the two fillets from both sides. This is done by placing the 
fish in a vertical position and using guides which can assess the width of the fish 
(i.e., no need to use x-ray); however, the fish have to be sorted into weight groups 
in order to properly adjust the equipment.
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 460 
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Figure 1.2.4  A robotic arm developed for chicken breast meat deboning.  Courtesy of Georgia 462 

Tech. 463 
 464 

Figure 1.2.3  Illustration of the splitting of hind and forequarter in beef also known as the z-cut (a). 
Movement of a robotic cell when following the z-cut (b).

See text for explanation.  From Guire et al. (2010).

Overall, an important point that needs to be re-emphasized is the difference 
between the current automated cutup and deboning of poultry and red meat 
(beef, pork, sheep). While the former uses stretching and mechanical means to 
identify cutting locations (e.g., a joint), the latter needs the development of low 
cost sensors, software, and algorithms to guide the robotic arm so that equipment 
can deal with the complexity and size variation in red meat animals. This point 
represents a fundamental difference in moving towards increased automation in 
the red meat segment. 
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Figure 1.3.1  An air chilling operation. Birds are suspended from a moving shackle line and 454 

exposed to fast moving cold air. A fast line speed can run at 13,000 birds per hour. 455 
Has a larger file 24,600 KB. Picture # 101005 from 2-2015) 456 

 457 
 458 
Figure 1.4.1  Water jet cutting system.  Showing cameras taking pictures to create a 3D image 459 

which is later used to calculate cutting lines, and the high pressure jet streams 460 
coming from above to cut the meat.  Courtesy of JBT. 461 

 462 

Figure 1.2.4  A robotic arm developed for chicken breast meat deboning.
Courtesy of Georgia Tech.

1.3 Automation and Processes to Speed up Rigor 
Development
 
The industry needed to learn more about the rigor mortis process (i.e., muscle 
stiffness after death in which energy stored within the muscle is depleted and 
the muscle goes into a period of being very stiff before getting pliable again; see 
Chapter 3 for more details) in order to mechanize and speed up primary processing. 
Overall, this has required the industry to learn about muscle structure, composition, 
enzymatic processes, and the conversion of muscle to meat. 

The overall goal of the meat processor is to complete the primary processing in 
a fast and efficient manner. However, if this process is sped up incorrectly, the 
resulting product will be negatively affected. For example, if the meat is deboned 
prior to the completion of rigor mortis, the resulting product will be tough and 
chewy (see reviews by Scheffler et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2008). This illustrates 
the point that understanding what is happening on a cellular level is important for 
optimizing and designing adequate equipment. Knowledge gained in the area of 
muscle structure and functionality has helped the meat industry. Understanding 
the processes that take place in the sarcomere (the smallest contracting unit in 
which thick and thin filaments “slide” towards each other; see Chapter 3), both 
while the cell is living and post mortem, have helped the meat industry to develop 
innovative solutions to speed up and manage the rate of ATP depletion as well as 
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to achieve good meat quality at deboning time. Two examples of development 
processes that control and/or accelerate rigor mortis that will be discussed in detail 
later on are (a) electrical stimulation, which involves triggering muscle contraction 
and the use of ATP, and (b) maturation chilling, which refers to slow chilling while 
rigor mortis is occurring.
 
In order to explain these two processes, a brief introduction of the way muscle 
contracts in the living organism (called the sliding filament theory), and later the 
stiffness of the muscle during rigor will be provided. The theory explains that 
physical connections between the thick muscle filaments (mainly composed of 
the myosin protein) and the thin filaments (actin) are formed and broken down as 
energy is generated by several chemical pathways that use ATP as an intermediate 
molecule. Although the process of converting chemical energy consumed as 
food into mechanical energy (i.e., the movement of muscle) is very complex, 
understanding the process in general terms and relating it to meat science (Honikel 
et al., 1983; Huff-Lonergan et al., 2010; Scheffler et al., 2011) is crucial to our 
views of the induction of rigor mortis and its resolution after a few hours. The 
rigor process starts when the muscle is initially pliable and progressively becomes 
stiffer as time goes on. In brief, the stiffness is explained by the depletion of the 
energy reserves until getting to a point where most of the actomyosin connections/
bridges are formed (>90%), but cannot be broken down. The resolution of rigor 
mortis (i.e., decline in muscle tension and muscle becoming pliable again) is due 
to proteolytic enzymes degrading the actomyosin bridges.
 
Another term that should be briefly introduced is cold shortening, as it can also help 
explain the need for electrical stimulation and maturation chilling. Cold shortening 
will take place if the muscle goes into rigor while the temperature is too low. This 
is an example of a practical problem that is still sometimes seen in the industry 
when meat is placed in the cooler too early or the cooler’s operating temperature is 
too low (e.g., not adjusted to the volume of meat). A more severe case is the thaw 
shortening that will happen if the muscle is frozen prior to the completion of the 
rigor mortis process. Both are associated with an uncontrolled release of calcium 
ions that triggers a massive contraction of the structure and substantial squeezing 
out of water from the meat (Huff-Lonergan et al., 2010). Some of the classical 
studies on rigor mortis and temperature showed minimal shortening at 15°C (for 
excised muscle), which correlates well with minimal meat toughness.
 
Electrical Stimulation was developed originally in New Zealand in the 1950s 
(Chrystall and Devine, 1985) to manage toughening in lambs that were being 
frozen rapidly after slaughter  (i.e., an extreme cooling regime that clearly produced 
cold-shortening and its associated toughening; see also Chapter 3). The process 
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uses an electric current to trigger muscle contraction, which increases the rate of 
glycolysis and results in an immediate pH decrease. Early studies in lamb and beef 
revealed that electrical stimulation can routinely decrease muscle pH by 0.5 units 
over a stimulation period of 60 sec. This represents a significant acceleration in the 
rate of muscle glycolysis and a clear indication of the tight coupling between the 
rate of glycolysis and ATP turnover in a muscle tissue. As electrical stimulation is 
used to activate muscle contraction by an outside stimulus, one must understand 
animal physiology, electricity, resistance, and the effect of wave forms, in order 
to apply it effectively and without lowering meat quality (Simmons et al., 2008). 
Different voltages and regimes are used by the industry for different species and 
also within the same species. It is also important to know that the muscle has other 
backup energy sources (e.g., creatine phosphate) which can provide energy before 
and after all of the ATP is consumed by the muscle. This is one of the reasons why 
repeated stimulation is applied in some cases, and why some muscle contraction 
can still be seen after conventional electrical stimulation. 

At the beginning, electrical stimulation was applied to lamb and beef only, but 
today it is commonly used in poultry (especially over the past ten years) and 
some fish species to shorten the rigor period. In broiler processing it allowed the 
development of a continuous in-line processing, where broilers can be effectively 
deboned within 3.5 hrs after bleeding as opposed to 6-8 hrs without electrical 
stimulation. In this faster process the birds are kept on a moving shackle line 
during the entire process. This already streamlines the process, and saves labour 
and money as dropping and rehanging birds off the line (e.g., in a conventional 
water bath chiller operation) is estimated to cost about 5-10¢ per bird. Overall, 
when using an in-line process (birds kept on a moving shackle line throughout the 
whole process) birds can be weighed and graded by an automated scale. Later a 
picture is usually taken and processed by an image analysis system just after the 
evisceration, so a decision about cutting up or keeping the bird whole can be made 
3 hrs prior to the actual deboning time. In this example one can start to appreciate 
the coupling of biological sciences and engineering to help design faster and more 
efficient processes.
 
Maturation chilling is done after the evisceration process to minimize microbial 
growth. However, as indicated before, rigor is also progressing at this point 
and decreasing the temperature too quickly will result in cold shortening and 
pronounced effects on meat tenderness and yield (Davey and Gilbert, 1975). 
Overall, broiler/turkey/duck can be chilled by either water, air, or their combination 
(see Chapter 5). In the case of water chilling, carcasses are either placed into a 
long screw/paddle type cold water bath where they are slowly moved to the end 
point (see Chapter 5) or are suspended from a shackle line where line speed and 
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water/air temperature can be adjusted to control chilling rate and time. All of these 
operations are automated in large processing plants. Like electrical stimulation, 
maturation chilling is an example of a development that illustrates the importance 
of combining biological sciences and engineering. In the past, and still today in 
smaller plants, poultry carcasses were chilled by immersion in large tubs filled 
with water and ice. Later, a long chiller with a device to advance the carcasses 
was introduced. This was followed by the introduction of a counter flow pattern 
where clean, cold water flows from the exit side, which improves the efficiency 
of the process and the hygiene of the meat. The use of cold air for large scale 
poultry operations was developed later. Today, the need for a continuous in-line 
operation demands fast and efficient processes, preferably without removing 
the carcasses from the line. Maturation chilling has been developed to achieve 
these goals without sacrificing quality (Fig. 1.3.1).  Carcasses move on the line 
while the outside is initially fast-chilled with a stream of high velocity very cold 
air directed to the thick parts. This is followed by a period of exposure to slower 
moving air at a slightly higher temperature, which does not interfere with the rigor 
mortis process. This is an important point in understanding how to automate a 
meat processing plant, as dropping the birds into a water bath (as is done in most 
water chill operations) and later re-hanging them manually onto another shackle 
line breaks the flow of the process and results in the loss of the bird’s identification 
number. As indicated before, the cost of re-hanging (done manually) is 5-10¢ per 
bird. This is important if initial image analysis is used to evaluate and grade the 
birds (i.e., after evisceration). Overall, installing a continuous line to hold a few 
thousand birds in a chilling tunnel is expensive initially (i.e., need a few km of line) 
but it is hoped the reader can see the benefits and potential return on investment 
when dealing with a high number of birds. In addition, traceability is becoming a 
very important issue and being able to retain the birds’ identities on a line and use 
data from image analysis to plan ahead is worth a lot of money to a processor. In 
these examples, combining electrical stimulation and maturation chilling systems 
has allowed efficient and economical deboning of broilers at 3.5 hrs after bleeding, 
without meat toughening problems. The whole integrated process is often called 
‘tender-management’ and is becoming popular in newly built plants (green fields) 
as well as some renovated plants. This is a significant improvement over older 
practices (still used in many places), where the products have to wait 6-10 hrs for 
the completion of rigor mortis prior to deboning, which usually results in next day 
deboning. The accelerated process requires understanding of muscle metabolism 
post mortem as well as an investment in hardware for a long continuous line so 
birds stay on the line for the entire process. 
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Figure 1.3.1. Air chilling operation. Birds are suspended from a moving shackle line and exposed to fast 
moving air. A fast line speed can run at 13,500 birds per hour. 

Note: also need to change 13,000  to 13,500. 

 

 

 Figure 1.3.1  An air chilling operation. Birds are suspended from a moving shackle line and exposed to 
fast moving cold air. A fast line speed can run at 13,500 birds per hour. Courtesy of Stork.

1.4  Automation in Cutting and Portioning

As indicated before, more automation could be introduced at the cutting/slicing 
stage where more uniform portions (i.e., shape and weight) are processed. 
One example is the water jet knife (Fig. 1.4.1) which uses cameras to get a 3D 
image of the meat portion and calculates the optimum cutting to pre-determined 
specifications. The machine can cut a few thousand pieces per hr. Another less 
expensive example is a machine that uses a high speed rotating blade and laser 
scanners in front of it to take measurements and calculate the pre-defined portion 
shape (Fig. 1.4.2). For luncheon meat slicing (cooked in casings), faster speed 
equipment can be used because there is a higher degree of uniformity. Today there 
are ultra-high speed slicing machines that cut a few hundred slices per minute and, 
with a feedback control mechanism, adjusts the weight of each stack of sliced 
product.
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 463 
 464 
 465 
Figure 1.4.2  High speed slicing blade integrated with laser scanners to determine the 3D shape 466 

of the meat portion.  Capable of making a few hundred cuts per minute.  Courtesy 467 
of Marel.  468 

 469 

 470 

Figure 1.4.1  Water jet cutting system.  Showing cameras taking pictures to create a 3D image which is 
later used to calculate cutting lines, and the high pressure jet streams coming from above to cut the meat.  

Courtesy of JBT.

Figure 1.4.2  High speed slicing blade integrated with laser scanners to determine the 3D shape of
the meat portion.  Capable of making a few hundred cuts per minute.  Courtesy of Marel.
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1.5  Other General Developments/Improvements
 
Meat quality is very important to the modern consumer to whom food is part of 
the culture of enjoyment. In the past, food was mainly consumed for survival and 
issues such as meat tenderness or juiciness were not as important as getting the 
meat itself. Today, consumers are willing to pay a premium price for the high 
quality, tender meat cuts they consume at home or at a restaurant. Therefore, one 
can see a lot of advertisements focused on new, tender, juicy, flavour enhanced, 
healthy, local, and/or good-for-you products.

Developments in breeding and genetics have also contributed to improved 
meat quality. Until World War II, chicken meat and eggs were produced from 
the same breed. Only later did the development and selection of meat type birds 
start and today special breeds that grow quickly are used. Geneticists are busy 
identifying genes pertinent to the meat industry such as those associated with 
growth rate and tender meat (Dalloul et al., 2014). Overall, it should be realized 
that many factors are involved in meat quality including an animal’s activity, 
nutrition, stress, ageing time, and interactions. In 2004, the chicken genome project 
was completed. This meant that the genetic material on each of the 39 pairs of 
chromosomes in a chicken were charted. This represents around 20,000 genes and 
about 1.5 billion base pairs. Recently, the use of single nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP; pronounced ‘snip’) technology to identify genes of importance has become 
popular. Researchers are using units with a few thousand SNPs to correlate the 
presence of certain genes for traits like tenderness (as measured by shear force 
values). To illustrate this point, an example from the beef industry (where animals 
are older and heavier and there are more challenges with tough meat) will be used. 
Miller et al. (2010) reported that 1,000 beef animals were screened with a 50,000 
SNP chip and several domains were identified. Through their study, a domain for 
calpastatin was identified and patented as a marker for tenderness. It is envisioned 
that marker-assisted management will become common place (e.g., a few hundred 
SNPs will be used to screen and select animals for traits such as tender meat and 
high milk production). Today, a commercial genomic testing service is using the 
results from the analysis to market a panel comprised of a subset of informative 
SNPs. Referred to as a 50k-derived product, it only costs US $65. In the past, 
beef cattle selection has not been efficient in achieving balanced improvement 
across the spectrum of traits that contribute to breeding goals. One reason for this 
has resulted from an inability to cost-effectively rank selection candidates for all 
the attributes of interest. This is because the reliability of quantifying the merits 
of animals relies on recording pedigree and performance information, primarily 
on the selection candidates themselves, their parents and perhaps their offspring. 
In the beef cattle context, this has led to low selection accuracy for mature size, 
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lifetime reproductive performance, satiability/longevity, and disease resistance. 
Other important traits such as tenderness, overall eating quality, and feed efficiency 
have had no prospects for selection as there are no phenotypic measures that 
could be used to readily and cost-effectively evaluate large numbers of seed-stock 
animals. Therefore, molecular information is now a promising tool to improve 
the prediction of young animals by first using phenotypic markers, then using 
microsatellite markers, and most recently using ever-increasing densities of SNPs.
 
In poultry, SNPs can be used as genetic markers. There are 15 to 20 million 
SNPs in a chicken, each of which consists of two sequences of 100 to 200 bases. 
Of interest is that two joint base sequences can differ by a single base, (i.e., one 
sequence has a C and the other sequence has a T at the same location). Recently 
automated equipment has been developed to read SNPs and the cost has decreased 
to approximately 0.2¢ per SNP. It should also be mentioned that genetic markers 
are used today to trace animals and later meat from a specific animal in food borne 
outbreaks. Overall, it is expected that this technology will become more common 
in the near future and will help the industry. As for turkeys, Dalloul et al. (2014) 
indicated that 95% of the genome has been sequenced and soon the complete 
genome will be published. As with the chicken genome the material is expected to 
be published on line so researchers all over the world can access the data. 

In summary, integrating information generated by animal physiologists, meat 
scientists, nutritionists, engineers, veterinarians, animal welfare specialists and 
marketers has helped to move the industry forward. Significant developments 
have been made in increasing line speed, tenderness, and shelf life. New computer 
control systems are finding their way into meat processing plants where they are 
used to control a single operation, a processing area, or the entire plant (Fig. 1.5.1). 
Sophisticated software programs for an entire meat plant record results and show 
data in real time (materials coming in, inventory, flow of material within the plant, 
up-to-date yield figures, and even the efficiency of an individual employee on the 
deboning line). Such systems require multiple inputs and sensors (e.g., weighing 
stations, colour, pH, fat content measurements, amount of connective tissue in a 
specific cut, etc.). One of the biggest advantages of having real-time information 
is the reduced cost associated with increased efficiency and minimized waste. It 
is interesting to mention that in the past the further processing industry has made 
significant advancements with programs such as the Least Cost Formulation 
Program, which is used to formulate multiple products from a variety of incoming 
raw materials. Some of the first programs were introduced in the 1970s when 
mainframe computers appeared on the market. Today, many computers, software 
programs, and some robotic operations are seen in the primary processing area that 
was previously a labour intensive area. In the future it is expected that more control 
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systems will be introduced to help the industry; all will have to be based on sound 
meat science principles. 

27 

 471 
Figure 1.5.1  Integrated computer control - a computer software program to control an entire 472 

processing plant.  The system can also be used for traceability of meat cuts. 473 
 474 

 475 
 476 
 477 Figure 1.5.1  Integrated computer control – a software program to control an entire processing plant.  The 

system can also be used for traceability of meat cuts.
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